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Ethria 2019-12-18
offered a choice by powers far greater than himself between returning home at great
risk or entering a world named ethria where he might find another supposedly safer path
home danial rayid tear will enter ethria a world that operates similar to the video
games danial has always enjoyed ethria is a place where power can be found in many
forms both light and dark and whose true purpose is unknown even to most of its
denizens taking the long way home danial will make another choice to help a group of
persecuted people whose story mirrors that of his pioneer ancestors but in a time when
gods are changing the people of every race suffer the foundations of nations shift and
change and danger are in the very air what can one under leveled foreign wizard do all
the while at the roof of the world at the base of the sawtooth mountains a darkness
grows a creature plots and an ancient evil from the foundations of the world seeks to
re emerge onto ethria

Veil Online - Book 3 2020-11-14
jace and his companions have discovered who tried to kill him in the real world and it
is someone he believe was a friend now they group must keep ahead of his old mentor in
the game world and in the real world but there s a problem charlena was their only link
to the outside world and now it appears that she has abandoned them they re one their
own and must keep ahead of their nemesis who has nearly unlimited resources in the game
and access to the game code in the real world jace will have to out think his old
mentor and come up with a plan to stop him without letting him find them first to do
that they ll need gold and luck lots of gold and a ton of luck join jace and his
friends in the exciting conclusion of the veil online series

The Crypt Lord's Call 2021-09-23
if hell is full where do the sinners go theodore goss is minding his own damn business
when humanity s time runs out everyone is shunted off to godguild a new universe filled
with magic monsters and stats where the afterlife is determined by progression it s not
about being good anymore or even being strong all that matters is being at the top hard
though it is theo plays along as an afterlifer determined to make it to paradise
eventually but when a vicious guild drags him into a skeletal dungeon run theo realizes
the monsters have it much worse than him theo helps the surviving skeletons build a new
home to ensure their continued survival however theo needs to navigate the minefield of
unfriendly mobs monsters of every shape and eldritch size and of course hell itself
peeking in at the edges all while plumbing the secrets godguild is hiding it s going to
take more than levelling up to make it in this cruel world and theo is just the guy to
go above and beyond godguild is a litrpg series where the protagonist brings
intelligent mobs to his side by hook or by crook all to take the fight to the system
with a healthy helping of crafting base building and survival elements it s perfect for
readers of epic fantasy and gamelit and for fans of dragon age guild wars and dungeons
and dragons survival maybe for now but theo is coming for godguild itself

Veil Online - Book 2 2020-10-15
this bundle contains five exciting litrpg gamelit titles from genre author adam drake
kingdom level one kingdom series book 1 a broken kingdom for a reluctant king robert
was content with his life as a night shift janitor no stress no worries and no



responsibilities but this idyllic existence is turned upside down when he suddenly
finds himself trapped inside a fantasy role playing game confused and alone he must
find a way to escape back to his own world and more importantly to his daughter but to
do that he must take up the biggest responsibility of all to rule a kingdom kingdom
level two kingdom series book 2 a baptism of fire for a neophyte king resigned to his
fate robert must adapt to his new role as king of anika expected to cleanse the kingdom
of its many festering problems he starts by trying to gain levels and useful skills but
the daunting task quickly becomes a lesson in humility as he finds himself underpowered
and overwhelmed desperate for gear and experience points he stumbles upon a secret
place so terrifying he questions whether he can be an adventurer king at all for here
he must learn the one true skill that matters above all others survival bitch berserker
bitch berserker series book 1 trapped in a savage new reality i m a kind and gentle
person or should i say i was as an interstellar surveyor my job is to find and explore
new star systems at the very fringes of humankind s reach there are no conflicts or
even stress it s simply a career which allows me to quietly drift through the cosmos
enjoying its endless beauty then i found myself trapped on a world like no other dark
bloody and brutal i had to adapt quickly to this new reality or me and my crew would
never get a chance to escape my life quickly morphed from one of peace to one of pure
savagery and as i carved a blood soaked path across this realm of carnage there was one
horrifying fact about myself i needed to confront learning to kill was easy but
learning not to love it so much now that s hard shadow gambit shadow for hire book 1 an
impossible quest for a legendary item i love questing for loot and the more difficult
the quest the greater the reward so when i m offered a chance to retrieve the ultimate
treasure of all i signed up yet no one warned me the task would be impossible against
overwhelming odds i m also expected to defeat an ancient evil one with the power of a
god but you know what some loot is worth risking it all shadow hunting shadow for hire
book 2 the most powerful player in the gaming universe wants me dead now i have a price
on my head with tens of thousands of bounty hunters out to kill me but i can only run
for so long i need to put an end to this madness once and for all if i m going to die
it will be on my own terms the tables must be turned time to go hunting litrpg fantasy
gamelit rpg cyberpunk series action adventure video games mmo role playing games vr
virtual reality thriller wuxia cultivation science fiction bundle collection omnibus
sword and sorcery progression

LitRPG: 5 Books 2021-04-22
betrayed by those closest to him finn caldwell thought he d escaped his life of
violence and deception but when a frantic message from his estranged sister draws him
into the realms the world s most advanced holographic reality game finn is forced to
embrace his deadly skills once more the bestselling litrpg novel newly edited and
updated betrayed by those closest to him finn caldwell thought he d escaped his life of
violence and deception but when a frantic message from his estranged sister draws him
into the realms the world s most advanced holographic reality game finn is forced to
embrace his deadly skills once more armed with a mysterious artifact known as a godhead
finn becomes the warrior mage gryph yet things are not as they seem and to save his
sister he must escape a sentient dungeon by defeating its master the barrow king bonus
contains chapter one of killing time the realms book 1 5 1 bestseller in norse viking
myth legend 1 bestseller in role playing fantasy games the realms an epic litrpg series
1 barrow king2 killing time a side quest 3 the lost city now available 4 chaos rising
coming fall 2018



Barrow King: The Realms Book One - (An Epic Litrpg
Adventure 2018-08-16
rhelea has fallen monsters walk on the surface of astresia and a hostile fleet sails
from east to west causing nations to collapse within hours of its arrival the age of
kings is finally ending and what comes next is going to be considerably more violent
having travelled to terythia s capital typh and arilla have pleaded with the humans who
rule from their palatial estates to change their ways before it s too late our duo have
begged and scraped sent out missives and emissaries all proclaiming the dire end that
awaits them all should the eldritch monsters be allowed to roam the surface unchecked
but the high nobles inside helion have no intention of listening to an upjumped
commoner and a dragon instead they bury their heads in the sand host extravagant balls
and play political games while the continent around them crumbles lured in as mere
pieces on a board to be bartered between houses typh and arilla will have to show the
great dynasties that they re done waiting to be heard some changes have to be forced
the queer romantic fantasy epic action adventure litrpg genre mashup returns for its
third installment

A Sovereign's Rebellion 2023-05
success brings its own troubles dirk s epic run of success in king s league has drawn
new gamers to dawnshire but not all of them are there to play nice rumors about
mysterious graydon s armor pieces are quietly spreading across the realms it isn t long
before someone attempts to take away everything dirk possess as powerful forces
conspire against king s league s newest player sensation the game quickly turns
personal as hidden threats work to make dirk s life miserable in and out of the game
dirk follows the clues to king s league s cyberpunk expansion realm 86 neon fighting
for survival in a world of flying cars powerful weapons and ruthless crime dirk must
learn to rely on more than just himself if he hopes to survive this thrillingly
hilarious second installment of king s league you won t need to pass the voight kampff
test to enjoy this litrpg epic by associated press bestseller jason anspach and usa
today bestseller j n chaney

86-Neon 2020-10-12
what the hell happened to lex a realms side quest all lex wanted was to help his good
buddy gryph find his sister and maybe save the world along the way but everything goes
wrong from the start when lex gets separated from gryph during their transfer into the
realms lost alone and forced to live the same day over and over lex must defeat the
agent of a despotic god uncover hidden truths about himself and find his way back to
his friend if he fails the realms face destruction killing time is a side quest novel
that bridges the gap between the realms book one barrow king and the the realms book
two the lost city it is a tale of adventure mayhem and loyalty filled with crazy action
way too much stupidity and tons of laughs the realms an epic litrpg series 1 barrow
king2 the lost city 3 killing time a side quest

Killing Time: A Novel of the Realms - (A Humorously Epic
Litrpg Adventure) 2018-08-16
there are no more secrets between typhoeus and arilla nor is there much in the way of



anything else the dragon s revelations have strained their relationship past its
breaking point typhoeus has spent some time away from rhelea making preparations to
deal with the ancient threat simmering beneath the surface of creation arilla has
studied the sword readying herself for the battles she knows are coming and lord
traylan has finally returned from the capital to discover that his son has been
murdered and his killer is being lauded as a folk hero now the old noble wants revenge
and it soon becomes clear that he doesn t care who he has to hurt to get it hellbent on
finding galen s killers nowhere is safe for our duo as the greatest adventurers on the
continent descend to hunt a dragon and its rider winter has come and what follows will
shake rhelea to its foundations the queer romantic fantasy epic action adventure litrpg
genre mashup continues this time with bigger fights higher stakes and even more scenes
of a sapphic nature

A Sovereign's Banner 2022-08-09
stage hypnosis is fun and quickly becoming the preferred form of entertainment in many
venues with this guide even people who know nothing about hypnosis can follow the step
by step instructions and perform their first stage show as a hypnotist in 30 days

Zero to Stage Hypnotist in 30 Days 2010-05-17
the race for resurrection city begins with an earthquake a rare class and a portal to
the spirit realm in the aftermath of waking the game system known as the cipher the
newly minted council of eleven must learn to wage war with new skills in a world that s
been cut in half it s a race against time and new enemies to fulfill prophecy and
activate the first rune they need to survive because the alien osuna are coming and
scripture says that only the runelords will stand a chance when they arrive can cullen
s party find the spirit realm s buried city that houses the dangerous and necessary
rune and what sort of terrible fate awaits the unprepared

Windwalker 2020-12-03
here are the fourth installments for both ongoing litrpg series by genre author adam
drake shadow blade shadow for hire book 4 a hallowed weapon hidden in a jungle hell
forced to prove my worthiness to an elite group of players i must earn the right to
enter one of the most notorious locations in the game the emerald caldera has a
fearsome reputation for chewing up would be adventurers and quickly sending them back
to the newbie zone filled with dungeon temples monstrous beasts and dark magic cults
the jungles of this mysterious island are deserving of respect and i must plunge
headlong into them because it s here where i can find the next elusive item in my
legendary armor set the shadow blade kingdom level four kingdom series book 4 kingdom
building 101 rob s grasp on his fledgling kingdom is tenuous at best expansion is
impossible thanks to an angry war clan of goblins encroaching on the eastern border
also monsters and bandits run rampant within the valley threatening his subjects and
since trade is nonexistent and supply lines are dead the ramshackle village must be
kick started into an economically viable town one that generates income for the meager
royal treasury instead of sapping it solving these problems is his responsibility or
the kingdom will never reach level five but there s a larger concern which casts a dark
cloud over everything his is not the only kingdom and neighboring rulers have started
to view this janitor turned king as either an exploitable ally or easy prey litrpg
fantasy gamelit rpg cyberpunk series action progression adventure video games mmo role
playing games vr virtual reality thriller wuxia cultivation science fiction bundle



collection omnibus

LitRPG Double Series 4 2021-03-20
gryph would give his life for his sister but saving her could cost him his soul gryph
entered the realms with one mission to save his sister brynn he didn t want friends he
didn t want responsibilities he didn t want to care but even the best laid plans go
awry and after escaping a sentient dungeon and defeating a would be world conqueror
gryph is no closer to finding brynn then while mourning the tragic death of a friend
and grappling with the burdens of leadership an ally thought long dead returns offering
the slimmest of hopes this hope takes gryph and his friends on a journey through
strange lands where they must outwit a mystical crime syndicate evade an infallible
bounty hunter and face off against brynn herself now a goddess with no memory of her
true self gryph must triumph over them all if he fails both he and his sister will not
only lose their lives they will lose their souls the realms an epic litrpg gamelit
series suggested reading orderbarrow kingthe lost citykilling time a side quest dead
must die a side quest scourge of souls

Scourge of Souls - The Realms Book Four: (an Epic Litrpg
Adventure ) 2019-02-12
this bundle contains five exciting litrpg gamelit titles from genre author adam drake
kingdom level one kingdom series book 1 a broken kingdom for a reluctant king robert
was content with his life as a night shift janitor no stress no worries and no
responsibilities but this idyllic existence is turned upside down when he suddenly
finds himself trapped inside a fantasy role playing game confused and alone he must
find a way to escape back to his own world and more importantly to his daughter but to
do that he must take up the biggest responsibility of all to rule a kingdom kingdom
level two kingdom series book 2 a baptism of fire for a neophyte king resigned to his
fate robert must adapt to his new role as king of anika expected to cleanse the kingdom
of its many festering problems he starts by trying to gain levels and useful skills but
the daunting task quickly becomes a lesson in humility as he finds himself underpowered
and overwhelmed desperate for gear and experience points he stumbles upon a secret
place so terrifying he questions whether he can be an adventurer king at all for here
he must learn the one true skill that matters above all others survival bitch berserker
bitch berserker series book 1 trapped in a savage new reality i m a kind and gentle
person or should i say i was as an interstellar surveyor my job is to find and explore
new star systems at the very fringes of humankind s reach there are no conflicts or
even stress it s simply a career which allows me to quietly drift through the cosmos
enjoying its endless beauty then i found myself trapped on a world like no other dark
bloody and brutal i had to adapt quickly to this new reality or me and my crew would
never get a chance to escape my life quickly morphed from one of peace to one of pure
savagery and as i carved a blood soaked path across this realm of carnage there was one
horrifying fact about myself i needed to confront learning to kill was easy but
learning not to love it so much now that s hard shadow gambit shadow for hire book 1 an
impossible quest for a legendary item i love questing for loot and the more difficult
the quest the greater the reward so when i m offered a chance to retrieve the ultimate
treasure of all i signed up yet no one warned me the task would be impossible against
overwhelming odds i m also expected to defeat an ancient evil one with the power of a
god but you know what some loot is worth risking it all shadow hunting shadow for hire
book 2 the most powerful player in the gaming universe wants me dead now i have a price



on my head with tens of thousands of bounty hunters out to kill me but i can only run
for so long i need to put an end to this madness once and for all if i m going to die
it will be on my own terms the tables must be turned time to go hunting

LitRPG: 5 Books: Epic Adventure Fantasy 2021-04-22
warning this is a epic litrpg book game rules and mechanics play a huge role in the
story if you don t like battle moves player powers multiple players perspectives and
stats described in text you might not like this book actually the story is pretty
awesome so you ll probably like it anyway but you ve been warned different pathschris
and jeremy have played games together as long as they can remember blindsided by
tragedies and struggles as they grew up they have each responded differently chris
endured loss and heartache trying to keep his head and heart up the whole time jeremy
suffered betrayal sank into darkness when jeremy decides to get revenge on the world
chris stands up to stop him powerful forces take notice a supernatural offerin a
crowded school cafeteria time stops on the brink of tragedy an angel and a demon appear
with a very special offer chris jeremy and some of their friends can settle their
dispute in a game the size of a world a world made for battlethe divided lands is a
gameworld created by teams of souls from both heaven and hell famous authors and game
designers contributed on both sides for volunteers to play npcs they have plumbed the
depths of hell and reached to the heights of heaven the game is part rpg and part
civilization building six lands with home bases for each player connect to a natural
arena land in the middle here chris and jeremy will lead their armies to decide the
fate of their classmates back in the crowded cafeteria who will win will jeremy rogers
finish his tragic attack on their school or can christopher mcknight stop him

Openings 2019-08-19
disclaimer unlike most other litrpg novels magium is not a book about a person getting
trapped in an actual rpg the world of magium will however be similar to the worlds
portrayed in many fantasy rpgs and the main character will be using a stat device which
will provide him with stat points that he ll use to level up different abilities such
as speed toughness and hearing in addition the different mage specializations are
loosely based on classes that you usually find in rpgs and dnd such as paladins clerics
fire mages necromancers illusionists etc now that this has been cleared up let us
continue with the book s description barry is an ordinary guy with no magical powers
whatsoever who dreamed of becoming a mage for the better part of his life after
dedicating his whole life to studying magic in the hopes of fulfilling his dream he
finally finds a way to do it however in order to become a mage he must first win a
deadly free for all tournament against the most powerful mages in the world the fantasy
world that the story takes place in is inspired by dungeons and dragons and by classic
rpg games such as neverwinter nights dragon age and skyrim the story of magium starts
at the beginning of the tournament right after barry and all the other participants are
magically teleported to the continent where the contest is taking place the tournament
takes place on a continent hidden from the rest of the world where there are mythical
creatures like dragons and hydras but also remnants of an old and technologically
advanced civilization whose magically powered devices are still being used in the
present day due to his lack of magical abilities barry will be forced to use one such
device called a stat booster which absorbs the magical energy around it and converts it
into stat points by leveling up stats such as speed reflexes and premonition barry will
gain supernatural abilities that will help him survive against all the experienced
mages that are also participating in the tournament as the series progresses barry will



meet with other participants he will make friends and enemies and he will gradually
find out more about the continent he is on and its inhabitants he will find out that a
person called the creator had established several utopias in this place six hundred
years ago where animals and humans lived in harmony and food was created through magic
what barry will get to see through his travels however is the downfall of these utopias
some of them being on the brink of destruction as he begins to get involved with the
people of this land barry will need to decide if he can simply ignore what is happening
before his eyes or if he will intervene at the risk of being banned from the tournament
and forfeiting his dream credits for the magic ball image on the cover go to agnes
landgraf

Veil Online - Book 1 (a Epic LitRPG Fantasy Adventure
Series) 2022-05
king s league is more than a game it s a way of life for recently expelled college
dropout dirk wilson picking up and re selling other player s scraps from cleared
dungeons and side quests gone sideways is the only thing keeping him from living on the
streets tired of ramen noodles past due notices and feeling like his future is over
before it ever started dirk decides that if he s going to make something of himself it
ll be within the game taking advantage of the real life payouts from selling in game
goods on king s league s river market but the game leaves little margin for error and
dirk s virtual problems grow as large as his real life ones as he discovers a powerful
conspiracy that impacts players from level one to level 99 1 000 000 copy 1 bestselling
authors jason anspach jn chaney team up to tell this action packed humorous litrpg
adventure that blends the cheeky fun of ready player one with all the adventure and
excitement of elder scrolls world of warcraft

Magium: the Mage Tournament (Book 1) 2017-09-12
the sequel to the bestselling litrpg epic barrow king i cannot believe that idiotic
plan worked the only thing gryph wanted when he entered the realms was to find his
missing sister then he pissed off a power hungry god got stuck in the undead hell
dungeon known as the barrow and nearly had his soul consumed then things trended
upwards and with the help of a ragtag group of companions gryph escaped to a verdant
paradise of magic and wonder but when his exposed secrets lead to betrayal and murder
gryph is forced to accept an insane quest or his new friends will face the headsman s
axe now to stop a world conquering zealot from capturing an ancient weapon of
incredible power gryph must become the one thing he never wanted to be a leader
standing in his way are a group of crazed cultists an army of deadly magical machines
and friends who no longer trust him and he is still no closer to saving his sister the
lost city the sequel to the breakout hit barrow king is an overflowing cauldron of
leveling world building humor and action the realms an epic litrpg series1 barrow king2
killing time a side quest 3 the lost city

King's League: An Epic LitRPG Adventure 2020-06-08
every great series has an exciting beginning here are the starting installments for two
litrpg series from genre author adam drake shadow gambit shadow for hire book 1 an
impossible quest for a legendary item i love questing for loot and the more difficult
the quest the greater the reward so when i m offered a chance to retrieve the ultimate
treasure of all i signed up yet no one warned me the task would be impossible against



overwhelming odds i m also expected to defeat an ancient evil one with the power of a
god but you know what some loot is worth risking it all kingdom level one kingdom
series book 1 a broken kingdom for a reluctant king robert was content with his life as
a night shift janitor no stress no worries and no responsibilities but this idyllic
existence is turned upside down when he suddenly finds himself trapped inside a fantasy
role playing game confused and alone he must find a way to escape back to his own world
and more importantly to his daughter but to do that he must take up the biggest
responsibility of all to rule a kingdom litrpg fantasy gamelit rpg cyberpunk series
action progression adventure video games mmo role playing games vr virtual reality
thriller wuxia cultivation science fiction bundle collection omnibus

The Lost City: The Realms Book Two (an Epic Litrpg
Adventure) 2018-08-16
prepare for smashface the question is will it be devon s or the demon horde s see that
s the problem with the chosen one trope devon walker really just wanted to power level
ideally solo and collect some loot along the way but yeah things in relic online just
haven t turned out like she d hoped recently she completed an epic quest line to
reawaken ancient magic but so for it s been well anti climactic that would be sucky
enough but unless she figures something out the game world including her npc friends
who she believes are just alive as her human guildmates is pretty much going to die in
fire so yeah no pressure the epic stonehaven league saga continues with throne of the
ancients scroll up and preorder now

LitRPG Double Series 1 2021-01-21
here are the second installments for both ongoing litrpg series by genre author adam
drake shadow hunting shadow for hire book 2 the most powerful player in the gaming
universe wants me dead now i have a price on my head with tens of thousands of bounty
hunters out to kill me but i can only run for so long i need to put an end to this
madness once and for all if i m going to die it will be on my own terms the tables must
be turned time to go hunting kingdom level two kingdom series book 2 a baptism of fire
for a neophyte king resigned to his fate robert must adapt to his new role as king of
anika expected to cleanse the kingdom of its many festering problems he starts by
trying to gain levels and useful skills but the daunting task quickly becomes a lesson
in humility as he finds himself underpowered and overwhelmed desperate for gear and
experience points he stumbles upon a secret place so terrifying he questions whether he
can be an adventurer king at all for here he must learn the one true skill that matters
above all others survival litrpg fantasy gamelit rpg cyberpunk series action
progression adventure video games mmo role playing games vr virtual reality thriller
wuxia cultivation science fiction bundle collection omnibus

Throne of the Ancients 2019-08-06
this discounted bundle contains the first four books in the shadow for hire litrpg
series the first four books in the kingdom litrpg series and the first book in the
bitch berserker series shadow for hire series vivian is addicted to the largest and
most immersive mmo on the market all she wants to do is quest and loot but things go
wrong when she s inadvertently sucked into the meta story line of the game and she is
no longer just a nameless player among billions she s now a server champion in the
making the problem she wants nothing to do with it book 1 shadow gambit an impossible



quest for a legendary item book 2 shadow hunting the most powerful player in the gaming
universe wants me dead book 3 shadow wars i m a loot hunting adventurer not a general
book 4 shadow blade a hallowed weapon hidden in a jungle hell kingdom series robert was
content with his life as a night shift janitor no stress no worries and no
responsibilities but this idyllic existence is turned upside down when he suddenly
finds himself trapped inside a fantasy role playing game confused and alone he must
find a way to escape back to his own world and more importantly to his daughter but to
do that he must take up the biggest responsibility of all to rule a kingdom book 1
kingdom level one a broken kingdom for a reluctant king book 2 kingdom level two a
baptism of fire for a neophyte king book 3 kingdom level three what is a king without a
kingdom book 4 kingdom level four kingdom building 101 bitch berserker trapped in a
savage new reality i m a kind and gentle person or should i say i was as an
interstellar surveyor my job is to find and explore new star systems at the very
fringes of humankind s reach there are no conflicts or even stress it s simply a career
which allows me to quietly drift through the cosmos enjoying its endless beauty then i
found myself trapped on a world like no other dark bloody and brutal i had to adapt
quickly to this new reality or me and my crew would never get a chance to escape my
life quickly morphed from one of peace to one of pure savagery and as i carved a blood
soaked path across this realm of carnage there was one horrifying fact about myself i
needed to confront learning to kill was easy but learning not to love it so much now
that s hard litrpg gamelit cyberpunk fantasy science fiction action adventure series
collection bundle omnibus anthology

LitRPG Double Series 2 2021-01-23
in a game with no end how would you build your kingdom when terran and his friends
enter kingmaker saga they re expecting a lifetime of adventure together but a vengeful
hag separates them throwing their plans into disarray stuck in the unrelenting
wilderness of the rockleaf forest and tracked by a dangerous spirit bear terran must
find a way to survive keywords contemporary fantasy coming of age fae complete series
bestselling urban fantasy action adventure academy new adult university dark fantasy
family young adult ya fantasy wizard mage witch dragon supernatural supernatural
suspense fantasy series fantasy series for adults paranormal mystery magical worlds
modern fantasy occult paranormal enemies to friends legend folk tale elite dark magic
thrilling college hero power privilege hundred halls thomas k carpenter forbidden magic
strong female lead orphans alternate worlds class differences badass women binge read
loners and outcasts found family enemies to lovers sword spellbinding magical heist
sprawling series assassins spies diplomacy rune spells demonology shape changing soul
magic arcane divination harry potter magicians hundred halls multi series epic
adventure animal companion fantastic families magical academies litrpg gamelit similar
authors aleron kong travis bagwell dakota krout xander boyce apollos thorne shirtaloon
shemer kuznits ernest cline carrie summers kyle kirrin kit falbo ravens dagger troy
osgood

The LitRPG Super Bundle 2022-07-03
the only way to survive in a world full of magic monsters and mysterious enemies is to
level up like your life depends on it because it does a litrpg gamelit adventure full
of monsters portals loot and leveling up tobias has managed to survive and some would
say even thrive in a new world full of magic he doesn t yet understand with the help of
newfound friends he sets out to unravel the mysteries of the electriterra that clearly
wants him dead can he survive monsters and treachery long enough to become a true



battle mage capable of taking down his enemies no matter how powerful electriterra is
the second book in the epic blade series if you like fast paced fantasy adventures with
rpg gaming elements you are going to love epic blade download electriterra and see what
happens next in this next epic litrpg adventure today

The Stone Tree 2020-12-10
a tight knit group of buddy gamers a relentless galactic conqueror one big ol axe and a
whole bag of magic chris and his friends had been hearing voices begging for help but
aren t dreams supposed to stay dreams when they finally answer the call they re pulled
into a fantastic world with themes similar to modern role playing games the world of
brindolla this is what every gamer has always wanted right there s one major problem
war the big baddie of the universe has come to collect another planet for his
relentless march the brindollan gods only have the power to hold him back for a short
while which they can only hope will be long enough to give chris and his buddies a
fighting chance either this team gets rid of war s vanguard of minions and generals
giving the gods a chance to keep him out for good or war comes for earth the group is
ready to dive into combat magic and any other obstacles that come their way no matter
what needs to be done chris and his buddies will always do it together don t miss this
complete litrpg series full of non stop adventure

Electriterra - A LitRPG / Gamelit Adventure 2021-03-25
what the hell happened to lex continuing the 1 bestselling epic litrpg series the
realms that began in barrow king all lex wanted was to help his good buddy gryph find
his sister and maybe save the world along the way but everything goes wrong from the
start when lex gets separated from gryph during their transfer into the realms lost
alone and forced to live the same day over and over lex must defeat the agent of a
despotic god uncover hidden truths about himself and find his way back to his friend if
he fails the realms face destruction killing time is the 1 bestselling sequel to barrow
king and the lost city it is a frenetic litrpg time travel adventure overflowing with
off the wall humor buffoonish action way too much stupidity and unique character
progression that made one reviewer wish they could give it ten stars so effing funny
clinton bruce on amazon warning welcome to your new favorite genre litrpg gamelit books
usually feature adventures in a fantasy setting or sci fi world and feature the
progression and gaming elements from tabletop roleplaying games like dungeons dragons
5e and pathfinder with epic rpg video games like the elder scrolls skyrim and mmo s
like world of warcraft it features leveling up crunchy stats a rpg character sheet and
skill progression if this is your first litrpg or gamelit then welcome to the dark side
of awesome the realms will take you back to the days when d d books were new and the
elder scrolls were a glint in the programmer s eye embrace the adventure portal to a
new world and prepare to lose sleep you have been warned the realms is a non harem
litrpg series that contains action violence and some swears but no sex and is
appropriate for teens and adults killing time is also available in print and as a
litrpg audiobook narrated by armen taylor perfect for fans of awaken online ascend
online the ten realms and groundhog s day the realms an epic litrpg gamelit fantasy
series suggested reading order barrow king the lost city killing time dead must die a
side quest scourge of souls the forsaken god chaos rising ravaged land



Into the Light 2023-06-07
a new danger looms on the horizon as a murderous horde of warriors plan to invade the
continent with throngs of enemies approaching their shores terran must locate a black
crystal and become the game s most powerful crystal bard if he has any hope of
defending the mother tree and the denizens of belwar but the only known crystal is
guarded by a creature whose awakening could threaten the entire world leaving him with
an impossible choice keywords contemporary fantasy coming of age fae complete series
bestselling urban fantasy action adventure academy new adult university dark fantasy
family young adult ya fantasy wizard mage witch dragon supernatural supernatural
suspense fantasy series fantasy series for adults paranormal mystery magical worlds
modern fantasy occult paranormal enemies to friends legend folk tale elite dark magic
thrilling college hero power privilege hundred halls thomas k carpenter forbidden magic
strong female lead orphans alternate worlds class differences badass women binge read
loners and outcasts found family enemies to lovers sword spellbinding magical heist
sprawling series assassins spies diplomacy rune spells demonology shape changing soul
magic arcane divination harry potter magicians hundred halls multi series epic
adventure animal companion fantastic families magical academies litrpg gamelit similar
authors aleron kong travis bagwell dakota krout xander boyce apollos thorne shirtaloon
shemer kuznits ernest cline carrie summers kyle kirrin kit falbo ravens dagger troy
osgood

Killing Time 2024-03-06
cursed and dying thorn has landed at a crossroad he can either give up and die or walk
a path he never wanted to touch reluctantly accepting that his only chance at life
rests in corrupt magic thorn soon finds himself exploring a world of ancient mysteries
all while trying to hide his tracks from those who want to hunt him down pursued by
bounty hunters intent on dragging him back in chains thorn soon discovers the plot is
deeper than he thought even the tardoff clan one of the powerful challenger families is
intent on capturing him and extracting his knowledge of ancient runes to make matters
worse they re coming after him themselves when thorn discovers that some of his
companions from angoril might be with them he is forced to confront his pursuers
leveraging every ounce of his strength intelligence and courage to escape with what is
left of his life and reforge himself in both body and soul intra mundum reforged is the
second book in the tower series a gamelit litrpg series that directly follows the titan
series continuing to expand thorn s story and the world of nova terra if you like
immersive storytelling rich fantasy and epic adventures with a slice of friendship
thrown in you ll love the latest book in seth ring s page turning series reforged is
the second book in the tower series a gamelit litrpg series from seth ring bestselling
author of battle mage farmer and the titan series set in world of nova terra and
starring the unforgettable thorn if you like immersive storytelling rich fantasy and
epic adventures with a slice of friendship thrown in you ll love this page turning
series pick up reforged today and escape to the grand world of epic adventure endless
worlds await

The Shadow Labyrinth 2023-07
thorn would love to have been able to take some time off but there is no rest for the
weary urmag tal s puzzle is slated to open for the first time in 100 years and
considering his connection with it thorn can t afford to be absent heading to the
temple of man will throw him into the whirlpool of political intrigue that dominates



the city of the saints even as thorn seeks to build alliances he finds himself gaining
enemies as the forces of the council of gods conspire against him yet little is as it
appears to be and thorn is in for the surprise of his life when he finally enters the
puzzle mysterious townsfolk elemental emperors and fierce god beast foes that can stand
toe to toe with thorn are the least of his worries if he can t discover the way to
advance to the tenth tier bloodline is the fifth book in the tower series a gamelit
litrpg series from seth ring bestselling author of battle mage farmer and the titan
series set in the world of nova terra and starring the unforgettable thorn if you like
immersive storytelling rich fantasy and epic adventures with a slice of friendship
thrown in you ll love this page turning series pick up bloodline today and escape to
the grand world of epic adventure endless worlds await

Reforged 2023-11-24
immortality comes at a steep price faced with a heartrending loss lox walks down a dark
path he knew there would be a cost for immortality but he didn t know he would have to
face it so soon he must make decisions he never thought he would face a darkness is
lingering in the world maybe what it needs right now isn t a hero to save it but a
monster to hunt the bigger monsters threatening all of existence rage guides lox s path
but will that be enough to hold off the coming darkness or will it consume him first
don t miss this epic litrpg gamelit series that features leveling advanced magic
systems dungeon crawling world exploration and much more it s perfect for fans of
emarilia world tree and ascend online

Bloodline 2021-04-23
it s going to take more than just being the most powerful man on the planet to become
king a fantasy litrpg series full of monsters loot leveling up civilization building
dungeon diving and a personal enhancement system that grants anyone near immortality if
they can survive all the monsters and each other jeremiah is the odds on favorite to
become king of the world that doesn t mean it s going to be easy or that it will happen
at all when rivals start challenging his place at the top of the leader board he
quickly learns there is no rest for the weary especially if you want to rule the world
can jeremiah continue to grow in power and expand his empire or will the effort prove
to be too much to survive king of the mountain is the second book in the integrated
universe series an epic fantasy adventure which draws inspiration from a variety of
popular role playing games if you re looking for an unforgettable adventure the
integrated universe needs to be on your reading list order king of the mountain and see
what happens next in this epic adventure today

Immortal Cost 2021-01-27
10 million active players one game master infinite worlds is the most popular vrmmorpg
on the market its maps are so vast developer hard rock data utilizes a network of
highly advanced artificial intelligences to control it but it s not without problems
that s why game masters like jeff driscoll have jobs the downside he s not allowed to
play the game something about conflicts of interest and favoritism his very boring and
tedious job is to help players deal with the occasional bug that slips through the
cracks and ensure they enjoy their time playing enough to give a 5 star rating it s a
gig it pays the bills however when the a i s unexpectedly issue a rogue patch the game
becomes a buggy mess and jeff s role radically changes he finds himself as the only
game master around dealing with more problems than he can handle it s up to jeff to



return infinite lands to normalcy but will the a i s let him manufacturing magic is a
unique spin on the litrpg genre not just providing the perspective of the players but
also of one of those mystical magical all powerful gms we all dream of being perfect
for fans of luke chmilenko dakota krout and shemer kuznits

King of the Mountain 2023-12-26
here are the third installments for both ongoing litrpg series by genre author adam
drake shadow wars shadow for hire book 3 i m a loot hunting adventurer not a general i
play online mmos for exciting quests to level my character and find cool loot not to
lead armies but now i have to fight a battle to get the quest item i desperately need i
ve never commanded troops or built bases or strategized an attack more complex than a
dungeon raid when it comes to war i m a complete noob yet defeat isn t an option i ve
got to win or everything i ve worked so hard for will be lost so they want a war i ll
give them one kingdom level three kingdom series book 3 what is a king without a
kingdom when every citizen of anika suddenly vanishes without a trace rob finds himself
completely alone in his little kingdom he must locate his people and quick or risk
losing even more armed only with low level skills and crummy gear he must travel into
the western mountains where troglodytes skulk in dark tunnels and dragons rule the sky
but there s one vital weapon he needs to help in his quest and it will take a
tremendous act of courage to acquire magic

Manufacturing Magic 2024-02-06
virtual reality and the real world begin to blur as declan dustin takes on a dangerous
new enemy in the epic second book of this fantasy adventure series escaping his broken
down reality for a simulated world was never declan s thing until he got pulled into an
mmorpg unlike any other and became dustin the magic myconid now with several quests
completed and a few levels under his belt he s ready to explore the world of indiri and
form a mercenary guild with his real world friend matt aka noam the tiefling bard only
their journey gets off to a very rough start almost immediately their train is derailed
and they along with the odd assortment of riffraff who ve joined their guild are forced
to stop in a seemingly quiet town soon the members of their group begin disappearing
one by one leaving behind nothing but unexplained wounds to the persons of those who
are left before it s too late dustin and noam must figure out who or what is attacking
them because the more invested they become in this virtual land the more their flesh
and blood existences are tied to what happens here combining the very best of fantasy
tropes with tabletop gaming unforgettable characters and mind bending ai they met in a
tavern is the thrilling continuation of an epic adventure the second volume of the hit
litrpg fantasy series with more than 500 000 views on royal road now available on
audible and wherever ebooks are sold

LitRPG Double Series 3 2022-04-19
in space isolation is a slow killer company quickens the pace waking up adrift in an
ancient battleground alex is left dazed and confused with no clue how she ended up
trapped aboard a failing vessel with only a mysterious voice in her head to guide her
she must act in order to survive every piece of the puzzle she collects only leads to
more questions about her origins and the star she s trapped around might not be as
deserted as she first thought all she knows for sure is that she could die at any
minute but alex is not going to go down without a fight don t miss the start of this
spacefaring survival litrpg adventure filled with game elements vivid characters that



are easy to root for an evolving a i explosive ship battles strategic combat civ
building base building and so much more grab your copy today with over 4 million views
as a smash hit web serial experienc the definite version of this epic story on kindle
kindle unlimited and audible

They Met in a Tavern 2020-04-20
a physics student s talents are put to the test when he s transported to a world of
magic and alchemical mysteries in the first book of a new fantasy series fact one edwin
maxlin has fallen out of the sky and landed in a strange forest fact two messages keep
appearing in his line of vision informing him that he has leveled up in various skills
including some truly thrilling abilities such as walking and breathing fact three this
is most definitely not earth now edwin one time student of material physics must make
his way through an unknown world collecting skills upgrading his class embarking on
life paths and most importantly staying alive but surviving in the land of joriah isn t
as simple as increasing mana and learning how to become a firestarter edwin soon finds
himself going toe to toe with an angry clan of dwarves and their even more disgruntled
ruler lord s fashkchlil it will take all of edwin s wit ingenuity mathematical know how
and charm to form new alliances navigate a complicated political landscape and keep
from getting enslaved by clan blackstone fortunately his otherworldly expertise is even
more valuable than edwin realizes filled with humor adventure and unforgettable
characters the way ahead is a must read for fans of epic fantasy role playing games and
the scientific method the first volume of the hit litrpg fantasy series with more than
three million views on royal road now available on audible and wherever ebooks are sold

ShipCore 2022-10-25
a broke gamer a deadly online world can dahlia level up fast enough to keep the debt
collectors at bay dahlia has to pay off her dead father s bills or risk her life in the
lithium mines which no thank you besides the world is run by tech and this gamer girl
is determined to explore the virtual world her father was so obsessed with and get rich
while she s at it so she sells everything and rents a premium vr pod to play eternal
online enter the toughest realm available check discover the fastest way to loot
without dying in progress but when dahlia finds an epic quest chain that others have
overlooked she thinks she s struck gold what she doesn t expect is to make friends with
two deadly warriors and one powerful creature or find a world boss gunning for them all
experience the start of an epic litrpg adventure perfect for fans of travis bagwell
carrie summers outspan foster also available on audible narrated by andrea parsneau the
wandering inn swing shift

The Way Ahead
an intelligent young man embarks on an epic journey through a virtual world in the
first volume of this near future fantasy adventure series declan has never cared much
for vrmmo games no matter how many times his best friend matt has urged him to get into
the latest craze and escape the monotony of their broken down reality he always finds
something about the build or the engine that drives him crazy but when an ai hacks into
his somatic implant and invites him into a secret virtual world he can t resist the
chance to explore the lush post apocalyptic landscape of gaia is unlike any simulation
declan has ever encountered and it s only the gateway to the even grander and more
realistic world known as indiri soon declan and matt are going on wild quests as their
avatars dustin the magic myconid and noam the tiefling bard navigating a world of



travelers and fighters to make their way to indiri s high fantasy lands but declan s
journey isn t always smooth and as he encounters digital gods dangerous guilds and
powerful forces attempting to use him as a pawn he must learn to forge his own path or
risk becoming an npc in his own life prologue to adventure is an explosive start to an
intricately plotted fantasy series filled with heart pounding adventure and enchanting
characters the first volume of the hit litrpg fantasy series with more than 400 000
views on royal road now available on audible and wherever ebooks are sold

Shattered Sword

Prologue to Adventure
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